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Importance: High

Hello Marwan,

I have spoken with individuals at Health Canada, Cambridge Materials, McMaster University and the NRC. In discussion
with everyone I have a summary I would like to share and get an understanding from procurement on this matter.

We have made proposals and have put all plans in action that we can to ensure that we can manufacture masks and
materials here in Canada. Considering the number of masks that are continuously being rejected coming from abroad
and the current shortage, I find it hard to understand why we have not gotten support from the government to produce
these supplies locally.

As we are trying from March 24, 2020 to assist in this pandemic and additionally as RACER is a critical enabler of
Canada’s Key Industrial Capabilities (KICs), help move some critical manufacturing back to Canada, there are some
hurdles and RED tape we are all trying to work together to overcome for the greater good of our citizens.

The current request of NIOSH masks is setting a very tight limit on procuring Canadian made devices. As the United
States is starting to open their economy and companies resume normal operations again, the American certifying body
(NIOSH) is occupied with their own domestic requests and issues. I have also received confirmation that no entity in
Canada is authorized to issue NIOSH certification even though they can perform the testing. Health Canada, however, is
in discussions with NIOSH to be that entity, but they are also able to provide domestic CANADIAN certification of masks
that can be used in the appropriate settings which are equal to or better than NIOSH. Even NIOSH N95 (Europe calls
them FFP2 and China calls them KN95) have various grades. There is an N95 commercial and a N95 medical, so just
requesting NIOSH N95 masks is not enough to ensure that the right masks are being used in the correct settings.

With procurements support and the Prime Ministers support of Canadian made products, we can and will provide the
province with the proper equipment to keep Canadians safe. We are asking for red tape reduction in ensuring that we
use Canadian ingenuity, creativity, and manufacturing power to ensure the safety of our citizens. If China can build a
mask factory in 12 days to produce 8 million masks a day, I would hope we can come close to doing the same for our
country with our tax money.

Best regards
Alex
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